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A Fresher Take on the Boldest Design

Editor’s message

Slow down and smell the roses
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Having just returned from a 2-week vacation in the States, I am even more keenly aware of the fact that
we Hongkongers lead a particularly high-tension, hectic life.
I found that even in an equivalent cosmopolitan city like San Francisco, the pace
of everyday life is much slower as people do slow down to smell the roses. They also
make time to customize their abode with a palette and ambience that resonate with
their chosen design theme.
To help us forget about the drudgeries of the daily grind, and really indulge
ourselves with an extra dose of pampering and luxury, we are lucky in that more and
more design, furniture and lifestyle shops have landed on our shores.
From the traditional emphasis on the living room and bedroom, the refinement in
home décor and accessories has extended to the bathroom, the kitchen, the balcony
and the patio. On top of innovative products and state-of-the-art technology, we are also
paying increasing attention to such considerations as ergonomics and sustainability.
As usual, this latest edition of Home is jam-packed with fantastic ideas to help you
lead a more refined lifestyle.
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cover story

A Fresher Take on
The Boldest Design

Ultimate food preservation infused with classy
design air purification
The latest PRO 36 features a NASA-developed
air purification system that replenishes the air
every 20 minutes, eliminating ethylene gas, mold,
viruses, and bacteria.

Installation flexibility
Install directly within

Sub-Zero, the industry leader in premium refrigeration
and wine storage, is here to save your golden culinary
moment.

surrounding cabinetry for
built-in, or add accessory
panels for freestanding.

Interior lighting
Control brightness

Whilst Sub-Zero’s PRO Series soars in popularity for its
bold exterior and ground-breaking technology in keeping
food fresher and longer, the newest model, PRO 36, is no
exception. It elevates performance to a whole new level with
its avant-garde preservation system upholding aestheticism
in crafting units in stainless steel inside and out with a luxury

with soft-on LED lighting
that fully illuminates the
cavity, making food more
visible and less likely to hide.

Dual refrigeration
Pioneered by Sub-Zero, this technology creates the

touch. Available in a smaller 91 cm width, PRO 36 offers new

optimal preservation conditions for fresh and frozen food, as

design opportunities for small and large kitchens.

the cool, moist air of the refrigerator keeps food fresher and

As a slimmer size of the widely acclaimed PRO 48,

longer, while the frigid, dry air of the freezer prevents frost

the new PRO 36 presents wow factors to users with its

and freezer burn.

massive refrigeration interior capacity of 564 L and 136 L of

Ergonomic interiors

freezer capacity despite its slim build. It features the iconic

It provides easy access to food with a full-extension sliding

technological features of the PRO 48, including stainless

glass shelf. The independently-controlled crisper drawer

steel finish inside and out; triple-pane UV-protected glass

produces the ideal environment for produce and fresh foods,

door as option; the acclaimed air purification technology; and

creating more usable space within the refrigerator.

Magnetic gasket
Locks in temperature and humidity with soft-close
door hinge and magnetic seal on doors and drawers.

Advanced temperature control
Controls temperature within one degree of set point via
intuitive exterior touch control panel.

Filtered ice
Automatic ice maker with advanced water filtration
system.
With these multiple iconic features and classic Sub-Zero
food preservation technology, the new PRO 36 will be a new
benchmark of premium refrigeration. The new model will
soon be launched in Hong Kong.
Sub-Zero | www.subzero.com.hk |
G17-20, Lee Garden 3, 1 Sunning
Road, Causeway Bay, Hong Kong |
2239 5018

all the classic Sub-Zero fridge features that help preserve
food longer. Its slimmer physique makes it easier to fit in
most Hong Kong homes.
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Bringing culinary precision
to the edge
Dedicated to creating professional-grade cooking equipment for homeowners, Wolf introduces the
upgraded Convection Steam Oven,converging superior craftsmanship and a user-friendly touch.

Founded over 70 years ago, American kitchenware specialists, Sub-Zero and Wolf, have been
ceaselessly striving for excellence in creating professional-grade refrigeration, wine preservation and
cooking equipment, upholding the brands’ advanced craftsmanship, reliability and performance.
Situated in the commercial hub of Hong Kong at Lee

As a versatile oven with a host of
state-of-the-art features, the upgraded
Convection Steam Oven helps you take
full control in releasing perfect amounts of
the new stainless steel touch control panel,
you can choose between different cooking
modes, temperature and preset time.

is used to extend the overall wall surfaces, creating a semi-

an engaging flagship showroom as a visual catalogue to

enclosed space. Unique materials and lighting are also used.

showcase the superior craftsmanship of the brands.

Sandblasted wild Teak wood and highly polished Cherry

cooking mode, you can prepare crisp, flavorful steamed
vegetables effortlessly, with up to 22 percent more nutrients
than conventional cooking methods. Meanwhile, steamroast poultry can be prepared up to 25 percent faster with
a gloriously brown presentation and a miraculously juicy
sensation. You can also steam-bake crusty loaves worthy of a
bakery, and even rejuvenate leftovers to delicious freshness.
The model’s temperature probe allows you to measure
and fully control the exact temperature at ease. With the
precision of
temperature,
various
ingredients,
such as meat,
can be kept
tender and
juicy with the
slow-cook
process.

Take advantage of the Vacuum Seal Drawers to prepare

wood panels create distinct zones for Sub- Zero and Wolf.

Wolf showroom measures a spacious 2,000 sq. ft., and

Paulownia wood panels are used in the area where both

features more than 50 premium Sub-Zero and Wolf products,

brands are presented. To bind and separate the space, glass

including the newly launched Wolf Gourmet collection, which

lit structure is created.

is only available in the US, the UK and Hong Kong.

Thanks to Wolf’s exclusive automatic

Creating a cozy and homely atmosphere, a ‘ribbon wall’

Garden 3, Causeway Bay, the prestigious brand builds

Designed by Terre Studio Singapore, the Sub-Zero and

steam and heat at critical moments. With
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Two specialists,
one extraordinary kitchen

A never-been-seen monumental façade, designed by

With three standout islands that feature contrasting
marbles with finely-crafted metal details, the brand new

food with vacuum packing, which then can be used for sous-

famous architect Uli Blum, highlights how Sub- Zero and Wolf

flagship store brings you an eye-opening and unique

vide cooking in the Convection Steam Oven.

complements each other. Blum has worked for several well-

shopping experience.

Breaking ground with innovation, the updated ovens offer

known international architecture firms, for example, OMA

With the different design features, well-curated styling,

functions beyond cooking. Pamper yourself with the new

Asia, Gehry Technologies and Zaha Hadid Architects. He has

and some never-seen-before products, the new Sub-Zero and

Spa Mode, whereby the pre-programmed heat and steam

also taught design studios at various universities and colleges.

Wolf showroom serves as a gathering hub for creative and

setting is specifically designed for warming up your towels,

The brand new showroom demonstrates the full potential

wraps and stones, for massage and spa uses. Additionally,

and singular harmony between Sub-Zero’s food preservation

the Sanitize mode offers you a safe and fast method to clean

and Wolf’s precision cooking. The showroom not only helps

baby bottles and canning jars by heat and steam.

products stand out and interact with customers, but also

The new Convection Steam Ovens are available in five
different styles in a width of 60 cm (E Series) and 76 cm
(M Series). To fully incorporate your personal style with the

seamlessly features different settings to inspire customers to
design their dream kitchen.

Sub-Zero and Wolf | G17-20, Lee Garden 3,
1 Sunning Road, Causeway Bay, Hong Kong |
2239 5018

The façade creates a balance between the central brand

kitchen design, Wolf offers a fascinating array of styles,

elements of Wolf’s fire and Sub-Zero’s ice, while stainless

ranging from a ‘contemporary’ black glass and stainless steel,

steel represents the DNA of both brands, creating a gradual

to ‘transitional’ stainless steel to ‘professional’ stainless steel.

transformation from a crystalline, ice-like pattern to an

Models are available with tubular, professional or retractable

undulated, fire-like pattern.

handle.

culinary explorers.

Perforations across the surface as well as the use of
the latest computational design tools and digital fabrication

Wolf | G17-20, Lee Garden 3, 1 Sunning Road,

technologies like CNC laser-cutting resonate with the

Causeway Bay, Hong Kong | 2239 5018

sophisticated production of Sub-Zero and Wolf products.
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spotlight

Infuse your home with art

Hong Kong Convention
and Exhibition Centre

Why do we need to decorate our homes with art? Think
about the reason you put on a statement necklace,
nothing shows off your personal style more than
a wall decorated with art. Feeling inspired? Visit
Affordable Art Fair, and you will be overwhelmed by
artworks that fill your home with joy, from sculpture to pop
art, no matter if your budget is big or small.

Art for all tastes and budgets
With twenty years of illustrious history,
the fair has found joyful homes for tens
of thousands of artworks around the
globe. Priding itself in the persistence of
accessibility and transparency, the fair
showcases an exclusive collection of works
priced between HK$1,000 and HK$100,000.

Affordable Art Fair
Affordable Art Fair returns for its seventh
edition from 16 to 19 May at the Hong Kong
Convention and Exhibition Centre, as it
continues to help people discover the joy of
collecting art.
The art extravaganza will present 115
galleries from 20 countries, 28 home-grown
in Hong Kong and 66 from across Asia.
The fair is devoted to bringing newness to
Hong Kong and is elated to share its fresh
selection of over 1,000 artists this year.
Themed on exploring the space between
technology and art, the Young Talent Hong
Kong programme features the best of
local and international new artists, from a
multitude of disciplines including sculpture,
portraiture, new media, street art and
countless other genres!
Some of the top picks in the seventh
edition include Davy and Kristin McGuire
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whose whimsical fairy videos verge on
sculptural; local artist Victor Wong; or
experience the interactive large scale
installations, where light and technology
collide by The Collective. Sikey Wong, an
emerging digital artist from the Greater Bay
Area, along with other Chinese artists, have
also been invited to join the Young Talent
Hong Kong programme and showcase their
work.
Casting a lens over new media, Eric
Leung, curator of the Young Talent Hong
Kong programme will give a talk, delving
deeper into the genre and how to collect it.

Awe-inspiring art programme
In addition to the contribution of over
£5million in philanthropy globally to support
free art education, Will Ramsay, Affordable
Art Fair founder, has tasked the company
with a charitable mission to improve people’s
lives through art.
This year, its awe-inspiring art
programme includes talks, tours and
the immersive Creative Hub focusing on
expressive art and mental well-being with a
host of imaginative activities that cater to the
entire family. Visitors can be part of ‘Shred
it or Save it’; contribute to the fair’s wishing
tree; join a blackout poetry workshop by The

16 – 19 M AY
5 月16 至19 日
香港會議展覽中心

AF F O RDAB LE ARTFAI R .CO M

Jadis Blurton Family Development Centre;
and more. The fair will also host special art
tours for children.
Join the new Sofa Sessions, a series of
informative art-related talks supported by
Central Saint Martins Short Courses. Expert
speakers include Keith Wong, Leo Chan and
Joanne Chan who will discuss collecting art;
the correlation between artist outputs and
mental wellbeing; and ways to incorporate
art into our daily lives.

#ArtHappy Friday
To be held on 17th May, The #ArtHappy
Friday will continue the theme of art and
wellness, bringing people together with an
evening of performance, inspiring 5 minute
V-PACT talks, and more interactive projects.
Enjoy the Sovereign Art Foundation fundraise
for their expressive arts programmes whilst
sipping on Lavazza espresso martinis,
Ruinart champagne or feasting at the Peroni
Kitchen.

Affordable Art Fair Hong Kong 2019 |
16 – 19 May 2019 (Thurs to Sun) |
Hall 3D&E, Hong Kong Convention and
Exhibition Centre |
Tickets on sale: 25 February 2019
For more updates, visit
affordableartfair.com/hongkong/

spotlight

Shedding light on Milan salon
Why set up a pop-up, only to tear it down in a week or so, when you can create a permanent showroom?
Working on this principle, Tom Dixon returns to show in Milan after a year’s absence with a permanent
display.

Dixon’s latest designs will furnish

up interventions. We wanted to look

The Manzoni, a new 100-cover

at different ways of being present in

restaurant in the heart of the city. After

Milan. With the city being so active and

its pre-opening at the beginning of April

engaging right now, it is the right time

to coincide with Milan Design Week,

to forget being temporary and build

it will re-open just after the Salone del

something permanent.

Mobile as a permanent restaurant and
a showroom.
The Manzoni will be the brand’s first
home on continental Europe.
Said the designer: “After years of

“Just like in London, we don’t think
it’s enough to just have a showroom. We
need a place where people slow down
and experience our products in a live
setting. There is nothing dustier than

doing five-day exhibitions in Milan, we

a conventional lighting and furniture

finally decided that we had enough of

showroom. But with The Manzoni,

putting such huge energy into pop-

people are able to experience our new
collections in an
active context.”
Among the
new designs on
show this year are
Fat, upholstered

There are also two new light

chairs which are

collections: the collapsible Spring,

designed to hug

comprising of stainless-steel strips; and

the body and

Opal, a family of translucent globes

allows for many

made using a custom recipe of tinted

sitting positions.

white opalescent polycarbonate.

Tom Dixon | www.tomdixon.net
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Helping to hide clutters when they are

Large capacity drawer set optimizes

The special child lock knife rack

not in use, the seasoning rack is the

storage space for taller items as its

enhances safety whilst cooking with

key to a neat-looking kitchen.

bottom is designed to be the closest to

kids.

the floor.

Add a humanistic touch to your
seamless cooking experience
In search of hassle-free cooking experience in a kitchen that works perfectly with you?
Mia Cucina (kitchens by Towngas) has the answer.
In line with the brand’s philosophy

use of ergonomics. With bespoke

culinary moments with their children.

of ‘The Kitchen with You in Mind’, Mia

motorized lifting storage racks, drawers

Cucina always accords top priority to

with dividers, and corner unit, users

with an elegant selection of colours,

users’ needs, offering seamless culinary

can expect stress-free management of

the brand adopts white and marble

journeys to every single user.

their equipment and utensils.

patterns to form a natural base tone

Infusing storage intelligence into

Crafted with premium and durable

Incorporate your personal style

The spacious sink along with multi-

With the avant-garde built-in cabinet

The ergonomically-designed work assist

functional accessories boosts cooking

vacuum cleaner, all you have to do is

bar on the panel minimizes stress

efficiency.

to sweep the floor, switch it on at the

exerted on the body when users bend

side, and the dust and debris will all be

down to prepare food.

sucked in and gone.

for the kitchen and matches it with

every corner, Mia Cucina’s latest

materials imported from Italy, the

the cemented grey for upper and tall

kitchen at North Point showroom will

kitchen island’s round corners and the

cabinets.

blow your mind with its tech-savvy

storage underneath set parents’ mind

design which demonstrates the best

at ease whilst enjoying the precious

Tailor made to have
frequently used items to
be handy, the pull-down
layered rack can be lowered

With the installation of the corner unit,

down to a reachable height

users can make better use of space by

for easy access.

Not only does the
automatic lifting dish
sterilizer eliminate
bacteria for your dishes,

simply pulling out the swinging trays
to have every bowl and dish displayed
within eyesight.

Sensor tall larder unit – a magical spot
that can store a bounty of groceries. Just
by a simple knock at the touch control
on the cabinet front, groceries will be

but it can also be raised
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Declutter with a drawer divider.

by simply pressing a

Mia Cucina (Kitchens by Towngas)

button, leaving your

www.towngasmiacucina.com

dishes clean and tidy.

Enquiry: 2367 2709

displayed clearly right in front of you.
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When Elegance Meets Minimalism,
It is Style in Alabaster.

Swiss sink

excels with attention to details

Meet the new and award-winning Fragranite+ sink orchestrated with harmony
and performance. Made from Alabaster Fragranite+ with a striking white
translucent appearance, it’s guaranteed to be the talking point of your kitchen.

A prominent Swiss product with
presence across five continents,
Franke’s kitchen equipment has
always been celebrated for its quality
design with a modern twist. Its success
is acknowledged by prestigious design
awards, including multiple Red Dot
awards and iF Design Awards.
True to its corporate motto of ‘Make It Wonderful’, Franke
aims to bring extraordinary experience to customers with
their products. The focus on details is the key, such as the
attention to the annealing process and its innovative ‘easy-fix’
installation system.

Sinks
Best known for its sinks, Franke’s collection is made of
meticulously selected materials to ensure durability, allowing
quality to be guaranteed without exception. Even for the
classics lines, its stainless steel sinks feature a high-end 304
stainless chrome nickel steel, providing exceptional staining,
rust and corrosion resistance, and protection from chipping,
crazing, flaking, or breaking.
The stainless steel option has an exquisite interior with
high versatility that accommodates different interior stylings.
The polished finish effuses a natural sheen with reflective
quality, while the silk or brushed finish adapt to a subtle,
classy atmosphere.
Fragranite, pioneered by Franke, is a remarkably sturdy
material. Uniquely invented with 80% of quartz, one of
the toughest materials known to man, Fragranite is highly
resistant to burns, dents, chips, and stains, whilst creating
a muted sheen that warms to the touch. Integrated with
Sanitized® hygiene function, it could be cleaned effortlessly
with lasting protection.
Three installation methods are available for Franke sinks,
including inset, flushmount, and undermount, allowing the
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Experience the new elegance at franke.com.hk

freedom to choose between enhanced appearance and
installing effort. To satisfy different households, bowl number,
length and depth are all customizable.

Taps
A bowl, however well designed and installed, will not reach
its full potential without an equally outstanding tap. From
traditional houses to modern apartments, or any transitional
phase in between, Franke is able to provide the fitting piece
tying in with the whole surrounding.
The stainless steel taps, effortlessly matching bowls made
with the same material, are completely lead-free to secure
safe consumption. They do not show limestone residue, while
the flexible hose provides pressure and corrosion resistance.
The high performance ceramic cartridge ensures durability,
and the NEOPERL aerator is integrated with effluent effect
and water saving functions, in addition to the withdrawal
sprinkler with disposable angle and mode of outlet.
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The chrome tap, a slightly more economic alternative, is
made of high-quality copper material. The material used is
thicker than European standard, providing excellent corrosion
resistance. The removable nozzle is designed for disposable
angle of outlet. Equipped with the aforementioned hose,
ceramic cartridge, and NEOPERL aerator, its performance
brings an equally satisfying experience.

Franke Kitchen Systems
B.S.C. Group of Companies | Tel: (852) 2510 2328

Hong Kong & Macau Distributor:
B.S.C. Group of Companies I Tel: (852) 2510 2328
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Living Room

Living Room
From opulent black and gold finish, natureinfused warm wood cladding, to subdued
oriental minimalism, living room appointments
speak for the household. As time takes its toll,
a makeover would revitalize and give new vigor to
this family-centric space.
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Living Room

NASTRO I
Inspired by beautifully dancing ribbons, NASTRO, one

For sofas that are supremely 		
comfortable and stylish

of the latest models, features ultrathin armrests, crafted
in the finest leather, alongside a tough core metal piece,
to create additional comfort. Sofa legs with an array of
materials and colors including satin stainless
color, dark nickel color and antique brass
color, are also available for one to fully
incorporate their personal style with the
interior design. The model’s high back design
offers maximum support for your entire body,

NASTRO I

immersing you in pure relaxation from head to
back.

MUST
For patrons who opt for an avant-garde sofa set, model
MUST is a perfect choice.
The state-of-the-art model is a joint effort by the brand and
Michele Mantovani, a prominent Italian designer. Marrying
aestheticism and practicality, the conventional 2-armrest design
is replaced by a stylish 1-armrest design. The back and the
seats ensure that users are surrounded by comfort.

MUST

Immensely popular all over the world for creating highly customized and best fitted European sofas,
KELVIN GIORMANI caters to each customer’s preference. With their emphasis on innovation, the
brand launches an opulent collection every year. They are now showcasing their latest sofa collection –
Signature and Contemporary, in their flagship showrooms at Queen’s Road East, Wanchai

LULU
You will be captivated by the new chair model
crafted by design genius, Mantovani. Striking a balance
between convention and modernity, the model features

COLONNA

cut-and-stitch leather-crafting technique. The model

Imbued with exquisite leather craftsmanship, each KELVIN

adopts the metal tube design at the back of the chair,

GIORMANI model is crafted with professional expertise.

and the luxurious metal armrest design to enhance the

Combining style and practicality, diamond-

model’s aesthetics.

shape weaving effect with genuine leather is

LULU

featured on both arm sides. Exude your personal
style by customizing the leg of your sofa with various materials

A solution to unrivalled comfort - Ultrasuede fabric

available, and a choice of colors including satin stainless color,

Recognized by top-notch brands in the world, the luxurious Ultrasuede® offers more than 90

dark nickel color and antique brass color.

COLONNA II

fascinating colors with colorfastness, and striking colors are not the only upside. Ultrasuede® is the
epitome of functionality and durability, with its soft, plush hand and luxurious touch that resembles
genuine suede. The highly abrasion-resistant material has exceeded 200,000 Wyzenbeek doublerubs. Resisting sagging, crock, pill and shrink, the material provides users with unparalleled comfort
and breathability, not to mention carefree maintenance.

KELVIN GIORMANI SHOWROOMS Wan Chai
Shop B, G/F., Lok Moon Mansion, 29-31 Queen’s Road East, Wanchai, H.K. (1-minute walk from Three Pacific Place) | Tel: 2111 9824
G/F & 1/F., Kam Tak Mansion, 88-90 Queen’s Road East, Wanchai, H.K. | Tel : 2104 0782
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COLONNA I

COLONNA II

www.kelvingiormani.com
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Enquiries
Website
Showroom

3621 0138
www.joystar.hk
Flat C, 1/F, Tai King Industrial Building,
Nos 700-702 Prince Edward Road East,
San Po Kong, Kowloon

Living Room

Design gurus to the rescue

After dreary winter days, get some of that
summer sun into your home. For spring and
summer, Indigo Living has turned the focus
on light, comfort and creativity, with details
that transform uninspired spaces into an
oasis of calm.

Not sure where to start styling your own home but
hiring an interior designer a tad over your budget?
Indigo Living’s latest offshoot, Indigo Design Studio,
may be just what you’re looking for.

O

ffering interior design, decor and styling services,

The two-hour visit will include a walk through your home to

the studio will provide customers in Hong Kong, the

discuss in depth the changes you require as well as the items

mainland and the Middle East different packages to

you’re looking for.

renovate their home with the help and guidance of Indigo’s
experienced design team.
“We found more and more customers wanting help

busy customers. Once you have completed the quick, online
design form with what you’re looking for, photos and room
measurements, the designer will get back to you with a room

and functional, and one that works in their personal world,”

layout, 3D visualization and itemized product list tailored to

said John McLennan, founder and executive chairman of

your specifications and placed in a wishlist or shopping cart

Indigo Living.

for easy purchase. The cost is HK$1,200 per room.

designer’s eye and touch, a lot can be done in a very short
time.”
There are different design packages to suit the varied
needs and budgets of customers.
“Our expanded design services offering will allow Indigo
customers to choose from four levels of design services –

The free in-store consultation is a one-hour discussion
showroom tour. At the end of it, you will receive a list of items
with sizing and photos recommended for you.
For HK$2,000, you can get the designer to come to you.
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handles and cupboard doors of the Orson

to inspire a seasonal change.
Bluemoon is perfect for seaside
homes, of which Hong Kong has plenty.
As its name implies, the cool shade

layouts, 3D visualizations, a furniture moodboard and Indigo
home furnishings.
To enter, register on www.indigo-living.com/hk_en/designcontact and explain in 50 words or less why you want to win

in a wood veneer, the asymmetrical

sensual palettes.

elegance of Parisian Blush, there’s plenty

access to all the new design services – inclusive of 2D

decoration package,”“ explained McLennan.

together opulence and clean lines in

neutrals of Natural Realism and European

The winner will work with a designer as well as gain

studio-contest/ then fill out your name, e-mail address,

in-house by Indigo Living, and decorated

From the royal blue of Bluemoon and

living room makeover worth up to HK$75,000.

Indigo Living
www.indigo-living.com/hk_en

Natural Realism pairs simplicity with
natural materials and motifs.
The Capri rectangle coffee storage
table (HK$4,990) is perfect for
maximizing small spaces, thanks to
a hidden storage. In the bedroom,
the minimalist Capri furniture sets off
eye-catching accessories such as the

royal hues of the Lewis dining chairs

dandelion-shaped Dianna table lamp

(HK$1,990), Tawny blue fabric chair

(HK$1,290).

For a luxurious feel, there’s Bellissimo.

on May 31.

complement a variety of decor.

Calypso cushion cover (HK$429) to the

(HK$8,990).

The competition starts on April 19 and entries will close

cabinet (HK$11,490) are designed to

is everywhere – from the sky tints of the

(HK$7,990) and regal Isabelle Bench

the makeover.

contemporary at the same time. Designed

trends, the four latest design styles bring

geometric motifs of Bellissimo, to the

To celebrate the new service, Indigo is giving away a free

starting from a free in-store consultation to a full home interior

with an interior designer or stylist, followed by a personalized

Continuing to ride a wave of metallic

There even is a purely online service to meet the needs of

pulling together the perfect home – one that is both beautiful

“Time is also a limited commodity these days, and with a

Let the light in

Feminine touches are very on-trend
this summer and Parisian Blush provides
the perfect look. The statement piece is

Wood and clean curves give a 1960s

the super-soft Audrey pale blue three-

feel to the furniture. The ultimate retro

seater sofa (HK$17,990), upholstered in

piece is the Remy TV chair (HK$16,990),

short-pile velvet with dramatically rolled

whose sleek lines somehow make it look

arms and asymmetrical back.
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Kitchen & BAthRoom

Kitchen & Bathroom
The kitchen is widely considered the heart
of a home, while the bathroom is simply no
less important. Let the hearty dinner and the
therapeutic shower free you from the fatigue of
work.
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Kitchen & BAthRoom
integrates the cistern into the bowl itself and provides an improved
level of cleanliness thanks to its brand-new Vortex flushing effect.

Bathroom intelligence
Developed with Internet of Things and Artificial Intelligence,
RocaProtect® is designed to improve facility management, saves
maintenance costs and increases customer satisfaction.
Putting cutting-edge technology into practicality, the brand
serves users as Roca’s Corporate Marketing Director, Carlos
Velázquez puts it: “’Smart’ can only be really smart by improving
people’s lives.”

Contemporary showering sensation
The new generation of shower trays adopts the pioneering
Senceramic® technology, an innovative material that combines
the unbeatable sanitary and hygienic benefits of vitreous china,
alongside a brand-new anti-slip texture and extra-slim design.
Immensely resistant to wear, shower trays feature zero-porosity

Roca

surface that allows ones to clean effortlessly. The shower trays
are available in a glamorous array of finishes, with dimensions

Armani/Roca Baia

redefines bathroom perfection

reaching up to 1.80 meters and can be cut to size.

Make a statement in the bathroom
Exude your personalities and shapes of life with Roca’s new
bathroom palette. Roca offers a large selection of elegant finishes,
combining the refined vitreous china Beige, Coffee, Pearl and

technological innovation that projects

Onyx with the exclusive Everlux finish for faucets in Titanium

sets the stage for the new generation

air in one single direction, together with

Black, Rose Gold or Brushed Platinum.

of In-Wash® Smart Toilets to shine.

its turbo option.

The international ISH exhibition

From a new generation of
Smart Toilets to Senceramic®,
a revolutionary anti-slip extraslim ceramic material for shower
trays, Spanish design brand
Roca, excelling in technologies,
materials and trends, redefines
what makes a perfect bathroom
for the world at ISH exhibition in
Frankfurt, Germany.

Adorning century-old craftsmanship

Additionally, Roca showcases Baia, the latest collection of
Armani/Roca at ISH. Upholding its aestheticism of retro styling

New In-Wash® models also feature

with innovative idea, the new

state-of-the-art functionalities, such as

generation features a whole host of new

remote control via app, UV disinfection,

functionalities, highlighting a ground-

deodorizer and a self-opening heated

breaking dryer that was designed based

seat.

and avant-garde technology, whilst oozing its contemporary charm,

Beyond Collection
Roca

on modern aerodynamics. Bringing

Another innovation in the toilet

an unprecedented enhanced level

area is a new development of Roca’s

of drying, Roca prides itself with its

successful In-Tank® technology, which

www.roca.hk
RocaConcepts
1/F, The Hennessy, 256 Hennessy Road, Wan Chai, HK
2510 2677

the timeless collection is completely versatile, echoing with Giorgio
Armani’s prestigious design philosophy.
Technology, materials, design trends and brand new colours
are the four pillars of Roca’s proposals at ISH, alongside Roca’s
prerequisite of providing the best possible experience to customers
and add value to different target groups around the world.

Roca Senceramic
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AXOR and hansgrohe
to introduce cutting-edge
sanitaryware at ISH 2019

also updated the appearance of its products. The

Announcing at ISH 2019, AXOR’s latest
collaboration with French designer Jean-Marie

Metropol and Talis E faucet lines now come in Matt

Massaud has manifested into a new collection

Black, Matt White, Polished Gold Optic, Brushed

that transcends both aesthetic and technological

Bronze, and Brushed Black Chrome.

boundaries. Esteemed architect and designer Antonio

For the next four weeks, four new products will be

Citterio has also created a kitchen faucet which is a

announced on hansgrohe’s website (www.hansgrohe.

perfect addition to the current Citterio series.

de) on a weekly basis. Catch up with the brand’s

A creative solution to customizability, The AXOR

latest innovations through a comprehensive collection

MyEdition will also welcome the addition of a new

of pictures and videos on the website.

finish.

AXOR | www.axor-design.com
Hansgrohe | www.hansgrohe.com

hansgrohe
The other renowned brand, hansgrohe, has

Mixing memory and desire
Scent is a powerful way to bring back happy memories or conjure up
dreamy visions. Hazelnut and moss, for example, might transport you
deep into the woods while pomander and wood fire might bring to mind
cozy winter nights by a log fire.
From March 11 to 15, the world’s leading bathroom brands will gather at Frankfurt for the industry
trade fair ISH 2019, where cutting-edge technology and innovations will be unveiled for the first
time. On this prestigious occasion, the renowned Hansgrohe Group will be announcing groundbreaking bathroom and kitchen innovations from its two brands, AXOR and hansgrohe.

W

ith nearly 50 scented candles in its repertoire,

artist’s drawing pouch; or Sandalwood and Tuberose for

Diptyque wants to encourage people to mix

memories of Asia.

and match to create their favorite olfactory

atmosphere.
The tradition goes all the way back to 1963, when

m of booth space to demonstrate their myriad products to
industry professionals and trade visitors.
Hans Juergen Kalmbach, Chairman of the Executive Board
of the Hansgrohe Group, says the group will continue to honor
its reputation in innovation, design, quality, and sustainability
in this year’s trade fair.
“In practicing customer-centricity, we think about water
in the bathroom and in the kitchen in completely new
dimensions,” he elaborates. “We then add functional value
and thereby create an emotional water experience for our
customers. Such an experience is not only created by our new
products, but also by an impressive new booth concept.”

AXOR
A distinguished brand under the Hansgrohe Group,
AXOR is known for excellence in design, craftsmanship, and
functionality. By working with top design talents across the
globe, the brand expands its creative boundary with myriad
tasteful collections which are characterized by distinct features.
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collaboration with Maison Pierre Frey, which has
specialized in decorating, creating, producing and

Diptyque’s three founders created a trio of candles –

manufacturing fine French fabrics and wallpapers since

hawthorn, cinnamon and tea – to pair according to taste.

1935. To represent the olfactory world of each candle,

Many more candles joined the palette over time, such
At ISH 2019, the group will be occupying over 2,000 sq.

Adding to this idea of pairing is Diptyque’s

as wood fire, fig tree, berries, roses and moss.
This year, two new creations have been added: Lily

Diptyque selected fabrics and wallpapers from the
maison’s permanent collection and archives.
This collaboration echoes a practice dating back to

and Narguile, which can be enjoyed as a duo (HK$1,060)

Diptyque’s early days, when each candle was paired

or separately (HK$530 each).

with a particular textile, which acted as the material

Lily recalls a huge bouquet of fresh-cut blooms while
Narguile, with its hints of honey, tobacco leaves and

embodiment of the scent.

Diptyque | www.diptyqueparis.com

spices, takes you on a journey to the Middle East.
Through the power of scent and sight, each creation
offers the chance to escape to an imaginary land or a
familiar place.
For those not confident of getting the pairing right,
the company also sells scented candle duo set, which
you can pick according to what atmosphere you want to
achieve in your home: Lily and Narguile for an Eastern
garden at dusk; Roses and Jasmine for a flower festival;
Cypress and
Fig Tree for a
fig orchard in
Greece; Leather
and Violet for an
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TOTO’s Japanese bathroom
philosophy brings absolute comfort
One of the best known brands in Japanese
sanitaryware, TOTO brings ultimate comfort to
every part of your bathroom experience through
advanced technological innovation and thoughtful
designs, including its revolutionary Floating Tub
and NEOREST auto faucet and basin.

Zero gravity sensation

water massage mimics the hand

together by TOTO’s innovative sandwich

movement of a professional masseur,

configuration.

hard to tell when you are submerged

freeing your back and foot from the

in TOTO’s Floating Tub, which mimics

tension accumulated throughout the

Hand-free experience

the delicate sensation of zero gravity

day. As a finishing touch, a warm

no shortcuts. NEOREST auto faucet

experience. In this half-cocoon shaped

stream also gushes down from neck

and washbasin is integrated with a

pod, user’s feet are elevated to induce

pillow, gently bringing warmth and

totally hand-free experience, with a side

a slight curvature on the torso while

comfort to every part of your body.

sensor to adjust the water temperature

Are you floating or lying down? It is

the head is firmly supported by the
adjustable neck pillow.
With TOTO’s technology, the waist
is constantly elevated by a stream of

To create this environ of sheer
relaxation, it took over 100 tests for

Even for hand washing, TOTO takes

remotely.
The SOFT FLOW technology softly

TOTO to find the perfect sweet spot

rinses your hands, with no or limited

for the delicate underwater balance.

splatter. Water use is well-controlled,

air jets, creating an almost weightless

The bathtub is also constructed with

which is much friendlier toward the

impression. HYDROHANDS dynamic

GALALINE artificial marble and put

environment than traditional faucets.
As for the washbasin, the
LINEARCERAM ceramic material is
thin but robust, with thickness of 4mm
minimum. The CEFIONTECH surface
also prevents the adhesion of dirt and
guarantees long-term use.

Diva and conquer
There’s a reason Versace has been the choice of tai tais
for generations: its unabashed love for bling. Gilt, heavy
jacquards and, of course, the famous Medusa logo make
the Italian fashion house instantly recognizable. Knowing
this, it has kept with its brand aesthetics for the Versace
Home collection.
Spanning the bedroom, dining, living room and for the
first time, outdoors, the furniture all incorporate the familiar
baroque elements.
Rhapsody, which reinterprets the maison’s heritage in a

and Logomania lines.
Outdoor furniture is an exciting new addition to the home
collection.
Fit for both indoor and outdoor spaces, Pop Medusa

modern form, is embellished with gold-tone Medusa-shaped

features an occasional chair and a cube, both in Pop Art

legs, as well as leather bondage and metal hardwear. A key

colors. Jungle, which gets its name from a print shown in the

piece is a sofa upholstered in Technicolor Baroque print

spring/summer 2000 collection, is the first Versace Home

tapestry-jacquard.

outdoor line. It is crafted from gray teak wood with outdoor hi-

The Medusa logo also features prominently in the Medusa

tech suede accents.

Versace

www.versace.com/international/en/home-collection

TOTO | www.toto.com
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Luxury Home
For centuries, designers have devoted their
heart and soul to creating the ultimate luxury
abodes, marking their inimitable styles with
the innovative use of color, texture, space and
more. For a glimpse of the latest offerings, read
on and be fascinated.
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Deluxe Yuen Long
townhouses
boasts excellent local and mainland connectivity
Located in Yuen Long, Manor Parc is well-placed
to commute to mainland China, as it is only an
8-minute drive to the emerging tech hub of Qianhai,
and will be conveniently linked to Macau and Zhuhai
via upcoming infrastructures.

Mainland connection spurs Yuen Long’s growth
With the recent announcement of the
development blueprint, the Greater Bay Area is set
to be China’s new epicenter of business, technology,
and innovation.
One of the highlighted regions in the area,
Qianhai is a fast-growing financial and technology
hub with infinite potential. Just a short drive away
from Hong Kong’s Yuen Long district, it attracts Hong
Kong businesses and start-ups to resettle in this
vibrant region.
As a result, the upcoming Hung Shui Kiu and
Yuen Long South new
development areas

are likely to become important bridgeheads into
mainland China, with strong potentials for further
growth.

Golden opportunity at Manor Parc
Far East Consortium International Limited,
an esteemed local real estate developer with a
global footprint, has chosen a propitious time to
launch Manor Parc, a newly-delivered low-density
townhouses situated in Yuen Long.
Located in-between the two new development
areas, Manor Parc enjoys excellent connectivity to
the mainland. Through the Shenzhen Bay Port and
the Hong Kong-Shenzhen Western Corridor, it is a
short 8-minute drive to Qianhai.
After the completion of Tuen Mun – Chek Lap
Kok Link, Manor Parc’s residents will gain even better
access to the airport, as well as Macau and Zhuhai
through the new Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge.
The enviable proximity to China’s fast-growing

business districts means Manor Parc makes
an ideal choice for those who work in, or
frequently travel to, the mainland. In view of
the strong interests of Chinese investors, the
property is popular with first-hand buyers,
together with good resale value.
Locally, Manor Parc is well served by the
district’s transportation network that efficiently
connects to the rest of the city through the Tai
Lam Tunnel, Tuen Mun Road, Route 3 and
9. Residents can get into the CBD in just over
half an hour’s drive.
The proposed Hung Shui Kiu Station on
Tuen Ma Line will provide convenient public
transportation access to the rest of Hong Kong
after its completion.

A green neighborhood in touch with the
great outdoors
Manor Parc is surrounded by lush and
calming surroundings. From the Hong Kong
Wetland Park, Tuen Mun Public Riding
School, Tuen Mun Golf Centre, to Gold Coast
Yacht & Country Club, a nature-focused
lifestyle is waiting for residents to discover.
Providing for students of all ages, families
can rely on the extensive education network
nearby, which ranges from the esteemed
Harrow International School to Chu Hai
College of Higher Education.

Your home with endless possibilities
In this tranquil low-density neighborhood,
Manor Parc offers 24 limited townhouses,
all three stories in height and come with twin
parking spaces on the lower floor, as well
as exclusive private rooftop areas. For units
with elevators, the rooftop could be accessed
directly from the ground floor.
Apart from the rooftop, there are other
outdoor spaces such as balconies and
gardens. The floor-to-ceiling window walls,
sliding glass doors, and see-through balconies
maximize the view and let in natural light. To
enhance privacy, there are dividers between
adjacent units’ rooftop spaces.
With versatile 3 to 6-room configurations
to choose from, the saleable area of the
townhouses range from 1,967 to 2,622 sq.
ft., wisely designed to curate a spacious
environment. With at least two en-suites
available, the extra rooms could be
repurposed into studies, hobby rooms and
more, customized to suit your own lifestyle.
Perfect for hosting business or social
dinners, the spacious dining room is designed
to fit in a round dining table for 6. Thanks to
the high ceiling, a grand chandelier could
hang above the table to create an opulent
impression.

Manor Parc
Address 3 Tan Kwai Tsuen Lane, Yuen Long
No. of units 24
Saleable area 1,967 – 2,622 sq. ft.
Layout 3 to 6 rooms
Developer Far East Consortium
Enquiries (852) 8202 8688
Website www.manorparc.com.hk
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from Gaggenau, plus stainless-steel Sub-Zero refrigerator, freezer, and
wine cellar units from the United States.
Each of the well-proportioned bedrooms contains high-quality
German engineered timber flooring, while the bathroom interiors are
a mixture of specially chosen marble and limestone, with premium
fixtures from Gessi & Dornbracht.
Combining horticulture with striking landscape designs throughout
The Woods, the verdant tapestry of the vertical green walls enhance
the serene surroundings and natural environment, evoking a sense of
space and timelessness.
The villas are close to Sai Kung Town Centre and its numerous
restaurants, itself a special place to visit. The district also boasts a
range of clubs and outdoor leisure venues: Hebe Haven Yacht Club,
Royal Hong Kong Yacht Club, Hong Kong Golf & Tennis Academy, Sai

Your everyday getaway 				
Privileged villas in Sai Kung

Kung Country Park, Silverstrand Beach and The Clearwater Bay Golf &

The Woods is an exclusive collection of six brand new luxury detached villas off Clear Water Bay Road,
designed for those who appreciate the finer things in life.

family home.

and a 300-berth marina.
In the vicinity, there is an assortment of first-class local and
international educational options at primary and secondary levels, and
at tertiary level, The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology.
Major commercial hubs such as Kowloon Tong, Kowloon Bay &
Tsim Sha Tsui are all within easy reach, making The Woods the perfect

relaxing environment and rich visual

The Woods

property ranges in size from 1,696 sq.

experience saturated with textures and

Address

ft. through to 2,238 sq. ft. Each of

colours, all nestled within the soothing

the distinctive three-storey villas offers

surroundings of The Woods.

Overlooking lush greenery, the

a unique contemporary and stylish

Each villa contains 3 ensuite

living experience, boasting landscaped

bedrooms, an open plan living room

gardens, some of which have access to

/ dining area, a spacious kitchen,

private swimming pools.

a maid’s quarters with attached

The Woods is a rare treasure

terrace, and an individual 2-car carport

offering matchless Italian-style villa

which is fully equipped with a charger

living with precious privacy and

for electric vehicles directly accessible

exceptional convenience, all set

from within the villa.
Majestic grandeur in the form of

environmental theme and greenery

a modern luxurious limestone façade

concept harmoniously complement the

greets residents as they ascend the

picturesque views, a reflection of Sai

private stairway, and begin a journey

Kung, the celebrated ‘back garden of

into supreme comfort and functional

Hong Kong’.

design, with all the mod cons in place.

The interior designs of a couple of

No. of units
Size
Layout
Developer

Villa A : 2 Pak Shek Wo San Tsuen Road
Villas B to F : 6 Pak Shek Wo San Tsuen Road
6
1,696 - 2,238 sq ft
3 ensuite bedrooms
International Group, Tai Fu Holdings Limited

bathroom, a private garden and roof

in Sai Kung and Clear Water Bay,

within a quiet neighborhood. The
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Country Club which possesses an 18-hole championship golf course

The generously-sized kitchen

villas have been exclusively conceived

features custom-fitted Italian units

by the award-winning international

from Varenna, and top-of-the-line

design firm plusClover, creating a

appliances, such as German cooktops
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Sub-Zero and Wolf
G/f, G17-20, Lee Garden Three, 1
Sunning Road, Causeway Bay,
Hong Kong
2239 5018
www.subzerowolf.com.hk
Affordable Art Fair Hong Kong
affordableartfair.com/hongkong/
AXOR
www.axor-design.com/

Manor Parc
3 Tan Kwai Tsuen Lane, Yuen Long
8202 8688
www.manorparc.com.hk
Mia Cucina (Kitchens by Towngas)
2367 2709
www.towngasmiacucina.com
Roca
www.roca.hk

Diptyque
www.diptyqueparis.com/en_eu/

SofaSale
SofaSale.com.hk

Franke Kitchen Systems
2510 2328
franke.com.hk
Hansgrohe
www.hansgrohe.com/

The Woods
Villa A : 2 Pak Shek Wo San Tsuen
Road
Villas B to F : 6 Pak Shek Wo San Tsuen
Road
8108 6060
www.thewoods.com.hk

Indigo Living
www.indigo-living.com/hk_en/

Tom Dixon
www.tomdixon.net/

JS Aluminium Window
Flat C, 1/F, Tai King Industrial Building,
Nos 700-702 Prince Edward Road East,
San Po Kong, Kowloon
3621 0138
www.joystar.hk

TOTO
www.toto.com/
Versace
www.versace.com/international/en/
home-collection/

KELVIN GIORMANI
kelvingiormani.com
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THE SPIRIT OF PROJECT

RIMADESIO.COM

VELARIA SLIDING PANELS, SELF BOLD SIDEBOARDS, EOS SHELVES DESIGN G.BAVUSO

THE MADISON GROUP
1-3/F, HOUSE OF MADISON, 8 QUEEN’S ROAD EAST
WANCHAI, HONG KONG
TEL +852 2239 5000

